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*Please note. The lifting arm assembly is water resistant, not water proof. It will
survive normal conditions in your vehicle. Avoid directly wetting the unit.
We have had our unit in our test vehicle for over 12 months in all seasons and
conditions including rain. Our test unit is still operating as it did the day we installed it.
Avoid directly wetting the product with a hose as this will potentially shorten it's lifespan.

1. Safety / Warning

******

Warning!!!!

*****

Lifting any vehicle is dangerous. Vehicle damage, injury or death could occur if
there is improper use of this product.
Read and understand all the warning points below before using E-Lift.
Read and understand the user, install and safety guides before using E-Lift.
Contact Battliest for clarification if required before using this product.
Install, Safety, User guides are found at www.Battleist.com/e-lift/guide

ALWAYS BE SAFE AND CAUTIOUS WHILE USING E-LIFT.

*E-Lift is strictly for off-road, track use only. E-Lift is NOT a general purpose car jack.
Use at your own risk.
*Do not get under a vehicle supported by E-Lift or any car jack.
*Do not place any body parts under a vehicle that is supported by E-Lift or any car jack without
proper supports and safety precautions.
E-Lift is designed to lift the rear of your car temporarily, for changing the rear wheels only.
*Do not use E-Lift for any other purpose.
E-Lift is rated to lift 800 kilograms (KG). The rear weight of a stock, fuel loaded Nissan S-13 is
approximately 620kg dependant on variant. E-Lift can support and lift this weight.
*Do not use E-Lift if your Nissan S-13 is loaded beyond this weight.
E-Lift has the potential to fail if it's load capacity exceeds 800kgs.
*Do not attempt to lift a vehicle with additional weight or load. If you are in doubt about the weight
of your Nissan S-13, do not use E-Lift.
E-Lift is designed to operate on DRY, SOLID, FLAT ground ONLY. Such as a concrete.
*DO NOT use E-Lift on any other surface.
*Only use E-Lift if it is correctly installed. Please refer to user manual for correct installation.
E-Lift has the potential to fail if additional forces are applied to the vehicle while it is lifted.
*DO NOT apply any force on your vehicle if it is supported by E-Lift.
Do not use E-Lift in high winds or extreme weather.
*ALWAYS use wheel chocks prior to using E-Lift.

2. Lifting Arm Install
Tools Required:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Car Jack
Car Stands
Wheel Chocks
10 mm socket with extension
17 mm spanner
17 mm socket with

Time needed : 15 minutes.

E-Lift lifts your car with an electronic linear actuator. This lifting arm bolts to your car using the rear bolts
which your differential uses to bolt to the car’s subframe. This is done with the black bracket already
bolted to the lifting arm.

1- Ensure the lifting arm bracket nuts and bolts are tight before install.
2- Jack / Raise your vehicle and ensure it is safe to work underneath. Use your car jack, car stands and
wheel chocks to chock the front wheels. Use any other safety equipment required. Use all proper
safety equipment. Do not ever work under a vehicle without correct safety precautions.You will
need to access the area behind the vehicle's rear differential.

3. Inspect your fuel lines above the differential. Make sure they are clean, intact, not
leaking any fuel whatsoever and are in good condition. Make sure all OEM clamps are in use
and working properly. Do not proceed if you are unsure about their condition. These lines must be
in good condition before continuing to install and use E-Lift.
Using your 10mm , remove the bolt holding your fuel lines to the chassis. There is 1 bolt, holding
2 lines.
You will be re-attaching these lines after the lifting arm is installed.

4. Remove the 2 left side nuts holding your differential to your subframe. These are 17 mm. On our
180sx, A stud came out with the nut (Bottom stud in the below pic). This is fine also. You will be
re-attaching these nuts / stud later. Make sure they are in good condition before continuing. Replace if
required.

5. Lift the Lifting arm into place. This is a little tricky and hard to show in photos.
Essentially, the large (motor) part of the arm sits above the fuel lines, the the bracket will bolt into the diff
bolt points.
We found the fuel tank plastic strip may get in the way, it may not. We trimmed ours to suit and to enable
us to take clear pictures of the install. You may, or may not need to do this.
Lift the arm up horizontally, so the pointy end of the Lifting arm assembly is facing towards the outside of
the car (the arm facing right), slide the motor up above the fuel lines, and turn the arm so it moves into
position. It's a tight fit.

4. You should be able to now move the Lifting arm bracket into place, where it meets the subframe/ diff
bolt holes. Put on your nuts / stud and tighten them top to bottom and repeat. You will need your 17mm
spanner to achieve this. Check and recheck your nuts are tight.

The lifting arm is now installed. The lifting arm will sit about 2.5 cm past your differential. But it will sit
about 6cm higher then the lowest point of your car - the exhaust. So there is plenty of clearance.

3. Control Box Install.
Tools required:
● Cigarette lighter or heat gun

Your E-Lift lifting mechanism is controlled via it's control box. It uses your car’s 12v ciggatete lighter port
as it source to power the lifting arm.
Installing the control box is easy and should take under 2 minutes. However, it can be damaged if
incorrectly installed.
E-Lift control box is not fused internally and has no incorrect polarity protection internally.
It uses a 10amp fuse in the cigarette male socket, and your cigarette port also has a fuse which is
rated to 15 amps.
Incorrect install or operation can cause damage. Do not install or use if you are unsure or unclear on the
correct way to install the device. You WILL 100% cause irreparable damage to the control unit and
possibly your car if the unit is installed incorrectly. Use caution.

Specs:
Power : 12v input. (This is boosted to 20v internally)
Amps drawn:
Elift will draw ~.5 amp under waiting condition. (waiting for remote control signal)
E-Lift will draw ~3.5 amps under lifting condition.
E-Lift will have a spike to ~6 amps under intal lifting operation.
Remote frequency : 433hz
Environmental operation heat range : 0 to 45 deg
1. Route the Lifting assembly wire to inside the cabbin of your car. The unit has approx 2.5 - 2.7 meters
of cable. You can do this in many ways. We ran the cable along side our break and fuel lines then into the
cabbin near the firewall.
2. Lifting arm - The wiring for the lifting arm need to be connected to the control box. Supplied are 2
power heat shrink & solder connectors. Slide the connectors over the wires, then connect the wire
strands. A video guide on how the heat connectors work can be found HERE or below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Wh5gM8GM70

Connect the BLUE wire from the lifting assembly to the BLUE wire from the control box. Connect the
BROWN wire from the lifting assembly to the BROWN wire from the lifting arm.
Plug the male cigarette plug into your cigarette port. A red LED should indicate it's on state.

4. FAQ/ TroubleShooting.

Issue

Resolution

Red power light on male cigarette plug will not
luminate

Either your car’s cigarette port is not functioning,
or the E-Lift controller is not functioning.
Check fuses on both.

I see a red power light on my cigarette plug, but
my lifting arm wont move when I press the buttons
on my remote.

Check your remote. There should be a BLUE led
shining to indicate it is powered on. If no light,
check remote battery.
Listen for a “click” on the control box. If you hear a
“click”
Check to see if your wire connection is intact.
Check to see if your wire has been cut.
If no “click” contact Battleist for further
troubleshooting.

My lifting arm moves, but the rear of the car wont
get off the ground.

Your cigarette lighter port may not be providing
12v of power.
Make sure your vehicle is running, and the
alternator / battery systems are fully functional.
Use a multimeter to confirm the voltage coming
from your cigarette port.

